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Grinder Product Recognising Grinder (P.R.G.)

Cold Extraction Process 

3D brewing technology 

Aroma Selection 

Speciality Selection 

WiFi connection to home network 

Intelligent preheating 

Pulse Extraction Process (P.E.P.®) 

Number of specialities at the touch  
of a button

32

Display 4.3" touchscreen colour display

Programmable coffee strength 10 levels

Filter CLARIS Smart

Water tank capacity 2.4 l

Bean container holding capacity 280 g

Z10

Z10 by JURA

A world first:  
The groundbreaking Z10 with P.R.G. for 
hot and cold brew speciality coffees

 � Product Recognising Grinder (P.R.G.) with ultra-fast automatic grinder  
adjustment for every speciality coffee

 � Cold brew speciality coffees at the touch of a button thanks to the innovative 
Cold Extraction Process

 � Eighth-generation brewing unit with 3D brewing technology for the ultimate 
aroma experience

 � High-quality all-round design with convex-concave front panel, water tank 
in wave design and beautifully finished details

Features

Aluminium White

Aluminium Dark Inox

Diamond Black

Diamond White
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Cold brew – extreme freshness

Thanks to the cold extraction process, the 
Z10 now creates nine cold brew speciality 
coffee to perfection. There’s something 
for every taste: from cold brew espresso 
or espresso doppio to the trendy cold brew 
flat white.

Extraction takes place 

 � with cold water.
 � pulsed at high pressure.
 � with coarser ground coffee.

The result in the cup
 � is natural and energising.
 � makes the most of the fruity aromas.
 � is not spoiled by bitters.

Tips for the perfect cold brew coffee
 � Fill the water tank with cold water.
 � Choose beans with a fruity note.
 � Always pour cold brew coffee directly 
over ice.

Lasting elegance

 � The complex convex-concave alumi-
nium front panel demonstrates the very 
highest standard of craftsmanship. 

 � A water tank in an elegant wave design 
with harmonious filter casing.

Luxury at its most refined

 � In the Signature Line, JURA uses solid 
3 mm-thick aluminium for the front 
and top sections. 

 � A cup grille made of heavy, chrome- 
plated, die-cast zinc completes the 
distinguished look of the Z10 Signature 
Line.

The new Product Recognising 
Grinder (P.R.G.)

With the Z10, the optimum grinder set-
ting for each individual speciality coffee 
is programmed in the factory settings. 

 � The Product Recognising Grinder now 
automatically switches to this pre-
defined consistency of grind for each 
preparation – much faster than could 
be done manually.

 � Thanks to Aroma Selection, the con-
sistency of grind can be individually 
adjusted to suit personal preferences 
before every preparation.

 � The consistency of grind ranges from 
very fine for short classics to very 
coarse for cold brew or long special-
ities. 

Eighth-generation brewing unit 

The brewing unit is the most important 
part of any automatic coffee machine. 
The Z10 features the newly designed 
eighth-generation brewing unit.

 � The unique 3D brewing technology 
allows the water to flow evenly through 
the ground coffee at multiple levels. 

 � This ensures maximum aroma for 
both hot specialities and cold brew 
coffee. 


